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Abstract. Understanding software-based systems is a task essential not only for
engineering new applications but also for evolving existing ones. For complex
systems, the graphical representation of various attributes and projections con-
tributes to such understanding. Also, scenarios have proven to greatlyaccelerate
software understanding by capturing abstract system behavior. For existing
software, abstraction based on architectural concepts is required to address the
overflow of information generated by static code and dynamic executions. This
paper explores a tool-supported technique for the extraction of abstract Use
Case Map (UCMs) scenarios from code, and reports on work in progress
through an example. UCMs, as part of the upcoming User Requirements Nota-
tion, help visualizing behavior combined with structure at the architecture level,
above the level of message exchanges and component behavior. The unusual
application of UCMs proposed here promises interesting visualization and ab-
straction benefits over conventional approaches to the reverse engineering of
scenarios while maintaining traceability to the code.

1 Introduction
Software understanding and the ability to share such understanding with developers,
programmers and testers are important prerequisites to many software development
activities. Nearly twenty years ago, Standish discovered that the time required to un-
derstanding software through its source code represents between 50 and 90 percent of
its maintenance costs [27]. Complex software may contain millions of lines of source
code, developed over long periods of time by many designers and programmers. Code
can be too specialized and often includes too many representational details for practi-
cal understanding. However, the frequent absence of up-to-date documentation and
design models leaves the source code and the knowledge residing in the minds of de-
velopers and architects (part of the corporate memory) as the only sources of informa-
tion that can help someone understand a particular system.

The reverse-engineering community, confronted to the issue of recovering design
information and system abstractions, is gaining in popularity as companies evolve
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their products and services towards Web-based and distributed infrastructures [21].
The recent problems caused by Y2K and the introduction of the Euro also created
awareness and motivated investments in reverse-engineering techniques and tools.
Some of the main thrusts in this community go beyond code understanding and in-
volve the recovery on the more significant levels of the business process and the
software architecture. Additionally, this community started to promote continuous
understanding (incremental reverse engineering interleaved with forward engineering)
rather than big-bang and desperate attempts to characterize a poorly understood soft-
ware-based system [21].

Graphical representations of software artifacts and design models, and projections
of such models (a focus on few artifacts at a time), are some of the most popular ways
of supporting system understanding. Additionally, graphical representations can em-
brace both structural (components, files, their relationships, etc.) and behavioral as-
pects (functions) of software development. Both aspects are relatively simple to sup-
port with tools in a forward-engineering context. However, in a reverse-engineering
context, most tools are currently limited to extracting static structural models, such as
component dependencies and call graphs, from the source code. For instance, many
UML tools will offer to reverse-engineer class and package diagrams from C++ or
Java code. However, industrial-strength tools capable of recovering meaningful dy-
namic behavior in terms of Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), SDL specifications,
and UML sequence, collaboration, or Statechart diagrams, are still scarce.

Graphical representation of abstractions also needs to be distinguished from brute-
force visualization. Techniques and tools such as ISVIS [14], RIGI [20], and SHRIMP
[26], help visualizing large quantities of information. There are other techniques that
aim to create abstractions and therefore reduce the number of elements to visualize.
Clustering algorithms fall into that category [29].

Scenariosare known as an attractive graphical representation of the abstraction of
behavior aspects, and they have proven to be great accelerators for system under-
standing for forward engineering [4][9][15][17] as well as reverse engineering
[16][28]. They can emphasize functional requirements and business rules buried in
the code in concise and architecturally meaningful terms.

This paper suggests several candidate approaches to the extraction of dynamic
behavior, in the form ofUse Case Maps(UCM) scenarios [3][13], and then focuses
on a particular solution based onKLOCwork’s Architecture Excavation(KAE)
method [18]. The scenario representation used here goes beyond conventional
representations of execution traces and message flows between system entities (à la
MSC) by providing a higher abstraction level, above that of communication and
programming language artifacts, while maintaining traceability to architectural
components and to the code itself.

KLOCwork provides productivity solutions that help organizations maintain and
evolve their existing software. In particular, productivity gains are the result of im-
proving the architecture capability maturity level of the organization. In order to
achieve these goals, KLOCwork develops tools and methodology support for:
− Exposingarchitecture problems and quality issues
− Exploring solutions to the architecture problems, planning and orchestrating archi-

tecture optimization efforts
− Enforcingarchitectural integrity of the software
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An integral part of these efforts is the capability to understand the architecture of
the existing software. The approach exercised at KLOCwork favors architecture ab-
straction against brute-force visualization. We believe in the importance of architec-
ture descriptions, which use enough abstraction to be simple and easy to communicate
to the development team.

The rest of the paper has the following structure. The rationale behind the selection
of the UCM notation for understanding existing software in presented in Section 2.
Section 3 discusses several alternative approaches to the extraction of scenarios from
existing software. Section 4 provides more details on using UCMs with KAE. Section
5 further illustrates the usage of Use Case Maps for understanding existing software
by discussing our experience with the ToolExchange case study. Related work is re-
viewed in Section 6, which is followed by our conclusions.

2 Software Understanding with Use Case Maps
This section describes a network of concerns related to the evolution of complex
software-based systems using a goal model in theGoal-oriented Requirements Lan-
guage(GRL) [12]. Then, the contributions of the Use Case Maps notation in this con-
text are compared to those of other common scenario notations.

2.1 Software Understanding
Software understanding is a key piece of the software evolution puzzle. Fig. 1 uses
GRL to decompose this puzzle into a network of GRLsoftgoals(fuzzy goals, repre-
sented as clouds, that can never be fully satisfied with certainty), where child sub-
goals contribute to the qualitative satisfaction (a.k.a.satisficing) of parent softgoals
[12]. In this particular figure, we assume that contributions (arrows) are positive by
default, without labeling them explicitly, and that a parent goal requires contributions
from all its subgoals.

The evolution of complex software involves evolution capabilities and scalability.
Evolution itself can be decomposed into problem exposing, solution exploring, and
integrity enforcement. This enforcement helps preventing future architecture erosion,
but this topic will not be covered in this paper.

Exposing problems is really achieved by software understanding, which contains
four important aspects: abstraction, visualization, coverage, and projections where we
can consider small quantities of information at a time according to some criteria. The
ability to separate different views and to integrate them, using suitable layouts, im-
proves visualization considerably, which in turn contributes positively to solution
exploring. Abstraction is obtained by the ability to manipulate objects and concepts in
certain ways.

In order to expose architectural problems in existing software, it is important that
the source information be represented precisely and such precision be maintained
throughout the abstraction process. The precision of the source information is strongly
influenced by its traceability to the code and by the automation level of its extraction.

Achieving abstraction through actively manipulating objects by aggregating and
trimming, while maintaining precision of the information is the essence of the
KLOCwork Architecture Excavation (KAE) method. The ability to manipulate ob-
jects, which plays an important role for generating abstraction and for exploring solu-
tions, is decomposed into four aspects.Aggregationpermits the creation of groupings
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(and hence contributes to scalability in general), whereastrimming enables one to
move objects around with the intent of reducing the number of accidental dependen-
cies between groupings. The precision of the information maintains traceability to the
code, and the addition/deletion of information and objects enables software rearchi-
tecting.

Fig. 1 Goal Model for the Evolution of Complex Software

This model is not exhaustive, but it addresses many of the main concerns related to
the evolution of complex software systems. It is also sufficient as an evaluation
framework for justifying our choices of scenario notation and extraction mechanism.

2.2 Use Case Maps for Visualizing Abstractions
Scenarios are known as an attractive graphical representation of the abstraction of
dynamic behavior. Multiple scenario notations exist, and common ones in the areas of
object-oriented systems, telecommunications, and distributed applications (which are
typical complex software systems) include Message Sequence Charts [10], UML se-
quence, collaboration, and activity diagrams [24], and finally Use Case Maps [13],
part of the User Requirements Notation [11]. The latter have already shown to be ab-
stract and easy to manipulate in a forward engineering context [1]. One goal of this
paper is to demonstrate that Use Case Maps can also be useful at the other end of the
spectrum, for reverse engineering.

UCMs contribute to the understanding of complex systems in various ways. They
provide abstraction from message exchanges and component states as they focus in-
stead on causal flows of responsibilities. Views of software components and sce-
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nario/behavior can be separated easily, or presented in a combined form at the archi-
tecture level. Scenarios can also be viewed individually or in an integrated way [22].
UCMs support aggregation both in terms of structure (with embedded components)
and behavior (with sub-maps calledplug-ins, which can be instantiated in behavior
containers calledstubs). Trimming in UCMs, where responsibilities are moved from
one component to another, is simple and enhances the ability to manipulate abstrac-
tions.

In the context of Fig. 1, MSCs are less appropriate than UCMs because they are
less abstract (MSCs focus on messages), their linear view of entities is less evocative
than UCM structures of components (in two dimensions), and the behavior cannot be
represented without structural elements. The same is true of UML sequence diagrams.
MSCs can to some extent support aggregation and trimming by folding some in-
stances together, but this is not shown visually.

Collaboration diagrams present a view of the architecture better than MSC’s, but
they still focus on messages, they do not show time as a separate dimension (so the
scenario view, captured as numbers, becomes difficult to read and manipulate with
trimming), and aggregation is limited to composite active objects.

Activity diagrams come closest to UCMs as they too offer abstraction, trimming,
view separation/integration, and aggregation of behavior. But again, aggregation of
components is not well supported, composition of scenarios is not as flexible as
UCMs’ (which allow multiple start points and plug-ins), and the layout of the compo-
nent view, based onswimlanes, is not evocative of the architecture. Additional bene-
fits of Use Case Maps over UML activity diagrams are discussed in [2].

As a result, according to our GRL model of concerns for software evolution, the
UCM notation appears to be more promising than the other notations for capturing
abstract graphical representations of scenarios in an architectural context, during re-
verse-engineering.

3 Four Approaches for Scenario Extraction
Extracting dynamic behavior and scenarios from existing software systems can be
achieved in many ways, each offering different tradeoffs for abstraction, automation,
and visualization (as explained in Fig. 1). We recognize three main categories of ap-
proaches:
1. Instrumentation . The code base or the underlying virtual machine (when avail-

able) can be instrumented to collect execution traces, often driven by regression
test cases [17][28]. This approach produces valid traces and can achieve a high
level of automation. However, it also suffers from an overload of information at a
low level of abstraction (not at the architecture level) that calls for post-processing
of the traces (e.g. pattern/string matching and filtering) in order to make the scenar-
ios understandable. Moreover, traceability to the code is difficult to maintain, and
the software coverage achieved in such a way is that of the test suite, which may
not be very high in a software evolution context. The layout of the extracted sce-
narios may be a serious issue, making them difficult to communicate.

2. Interviews. At the other end of the spectrum, scenarios can be constructed manu-
ally based on interviews and inspection of the code and other documentation [5].
This leads usually to models that are simple to visualize and communicate, but that
also lack traceability to the code, precision, and coverage.
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3. Tagging. Scenario events can be associated with key code statements and locations
usingsemantic tags. These events can then be connected statically (i.e. without the
need to run the code) to generate scenarios. A scenario is then represented as a cer-
tain trajectory through the source code [12]. Tagging requires human intervention
whereas the generation itself can be automated via tools such as KLOCwork’s
PATHFINDER [16]. As events are associated with software components (through
code locations) the scenario can be made more abstract by manually aggregating
component and folding the segments of the scenario that are internal to the newly
aggregated component. This approach can generate fairly abstract scenarios that
preserve precision and traceability to the code, at the cost of some manual interven-
tion. The graphical layout of the extracted scenarios also remains an issue.

Each of these alternatives has its merits. However, in view of the context provided by
Fig. 1, the third option (at the basis of KAE) is very attractive as it provides abstrac-
tion, precision, and traceability, as well as partial automation. Two challenges how-
ever remain: finding thekeystatements to tag when someone has limited understand-
ing of the code, and generating an appropriatelayout for visualizing the architecture
and the behavior information. In order to address these issues, we propose a fourth
alternative based on #2 and #3:
4. Bootstrapping. Collect preliminary scenarios (e.g. in Use Case Maps form) using

interviewsand then associate the responsibilities identified with the appropriate
code statements or blocks using semantictagging (nailing down the already ab-
stract scenario to a certain set of source trajectories). The extraction can then be
completed or refined by using tagging to achieve suitable code coverage.

This bootstrappingapproach solves part of the layout issue by providing an initial
layout of the architecture, and solves part of the abstraction issue by indicating
coarse-grained responsibilities that (minimally) need to be identified, using tagging,
in the code. This also helps addressing a minimal set of meaningful scenarios that are
meant to improve understanding, while keeping traceability to the code.

In the next section, the bootstrapping approach and the Use Case Maps scenario
notation (identified as suitable in the previous section) are combined with appropriate
tool support to provide a powerful solution to understanding complex software sys-
tems.

4 UCM Scenarios for Architecture Excavation
The framework for extracting scenarios from existing software, as well as the tool
support provided by the KLOCwork Suite (which includes theINSIGHT [25] and
PATHFINDER tools), and described in [16]. The key point of this framework is to ap-
proximate the intended use cases and scenarios assource trajectories, i.e. sequences
of locations in the source code. Scenarios are capturedmanually by navigating
through the corresponding trajectory in the source code andtaggingeach location. As
a result, aformal scenario modelof the system is created. In [16], the authors also
suggested to automatically transform the initial trajectory model into a number of
representations used for scenario visualization, for instance with MSCs, UML col-
laboration diagrams, and the so-calledcomposite flowgraphs. Individual scenarios can
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also be merged intoroadmaps, represented as High-Level Message Sequence Charts
(HMSC) [10].

We reused this framework and extended it with an additional transformation of the
formal scenario model into the Use Case Maps graphical notation. Currently such
transformation has been prototyped in the PATHFINDER tool, which is now capable of
exporting Use Case Maps (using their XML representation) to the UCMNAV tool [22]
for visualization. A tighter integration of UCMs into the KLOCwork Suite is under
study.

In this section, we further extend this framework by providing a broader context of
use for the extracted scenarios within theKLOCwork Architecture Extraction (KAE)
iterative process. KAE consists in a systematic process for creating an architecturally-
significant model of existing software that is abstract enough for reasoning and for
communication within a development team. Such a model can be also used to manage
the architecture of the existing software, to analyze problems with the current archi-
tecture, and to plan and coordinate clean-up initiatives. KAE is particularly beneficial
in a context where design and architectural models are absent, imprecise, or obsolete.

An initial structural model is provided by the KLOCwork Architecture Compiler
(see Fig. 2). Then the model is iterativelytransformedin order to increase the level of
abstraction and to remove any accidental inter-component dependencies that inhibit
understanding. The whole process preserves the precise information that is initially
extracted from the source code. Therefore, at each step the architecture model ispre-
cisewith respect to the implementation.

Fig. 2 KLOCwork Architecture Excavation (KAE)

The structure of architecture models is further illustrated in Fig. 3. These models sup-
port variations of the UML package and objects diagrams [24]. The package model
presents high-level “packages” and dependencies between them. The model is hierar-
chical, and the hierarchy is also presented in a separate view. At the bottom of the
hierarchy of packages are files. Further, the files contain partial object diagrams, con-
sisting of symbols for classes as well as individual procedures, variables and types.
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Fig. 3 KLOCwork Architecture Models: Package Diagrams

Dependencies in architecture models are derived from the relationships between indi-
vidual symbols. This means that each package diagram shows precise interfaces be-
tween packages (beyond what is offered by many UML tools). It is possible to inves-
tigate such interfaces by clicking on a dependency link and viewing the list of all in-
dividual items of the interface, or even all individual relations between these two
packages.

Each relation is associated with a certain location in the source code. It is possible
to navigate from any high-level package diagram directly to the source code level, for
example to look for clues as to why a certain relation exists, and what is its responsi-
bility. KLOCwork Suite uses a flowchart graphical representation for viewing source
code, independently of the programming language used.

The underlying formal representation of architecture models is much more com-
plex than the model for the corresponding UML package and object diagrams, be-
cause of the requirement to keep precision and associations to the source code.

KAE is supported by two main operations on KLOCwork architecture models:ag-
gregationand trimming. Aggregation is a visual operation that allows one to select
several blocks and group them by creating a new level of the hierarchy. The model
automatically recalculates the dependencies between the packages at all levels. How-
ever, aggregation alone does not allow raising the level of abstraction of the architec-
ture diagrams, unless it is supported by the trimming operation.

Trimming is a visual operation that allows moving blocks between packages, for
instance by moving a set of individual symbols from a low-level object diagram to
another. Trimming allows one to eliminate dependencies between higher level pack-
ages that are induced by accidental placements of functionality at the file level. This
misplacement happens far too often, when the physical architecture of the software is
not managed properly.
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KAE actively transforms the initial architecture model. Therefore, there is no clear
boundary between architecture excavation and architecture analysis or architecture
optimization. Usually, excavation deals with minor and accidental problems that pre-
vent the understanding of the “real” architecture and therefore prevent the exposure of
the “real” architecture problems.

KAE itself involves a large amount of software understanding in order to select
families of symbols to aggregate and symbols to trim. Therefore this process requires
a strong methodology support. We believe that scenarios play a very important role in
this process. Basically, focusing at one scenario at a time allows (temporary) reduc-
tion of the complexity and therefore “unfreezes” the flow of the architecture excava-
tion. Currently, the KAE process suggests the extraction of a few primary scenarios,
and the creation of a temporary architecture view of all objects involved in a certain
scenario. Usually this provides enough insight into the architectural abstractions in-
volved in supporting this scenario. A partial architecture view can be quickly exca-
vated.

When the PATHFINDER tool is used to extract and capture scenarios (through man-
ual tagging), such scenarios share the same architecture model. This tool can be used
to support abstraction by recalculating dependencies while the software engineer per-
forms aggregation and trimming operations [16]. Therefore, scenarios can get more
abstract simply by the fact that they “piggyback” the underlying formal model. Sce-
narios can also be projected on top of the architecture models, thus dramatically im-
proving the software understanding and accelerating further architecture excavation
steps. This is where the Use Case Maps notation brings additional value.

5 ToolExchange Case Study
In this section, we illustrate the main steps of our approach with a case study in-

volving theToolExchangesystem [16][17], a C++ application composed of 110 func-
tions. ToolExchange is used to enable collaboration among different tools.

Fig. 4 represents a typical initial and precise architecture view, in which the num-
ber of packages and dependencies is quite large hence preventing software under-
standing. In order to start architecture excavation iterations, we will track down the
events of a major ToolExchange scenario: the sending of a message to a tool. The
preliminary Use Case Map of this scenario, which can be obtained through interviews
or by inspection of the documentation, is presented in Fig. 5. Preliminary UCM sce-
narios are not precise with respect to the implementation, and the UCM components
are not associated with the architecture blocks.

In order to produce a precise UCM, we browse through the source code using
INSIGHT’s Flowchart tool and manually tag the key statements of the preliminary sce-
nario using thetags palette(Fig. 6). Tagging an event automatically inserts the corre-
sponding information into the trace view of the PATHFINDER tool (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 4 Initial architecture view of theToolExchangesystem (INSIGHT)

Fig. 5 Preliminary UCM of a major scenario (Send Message), with UCMNAV
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Fig. 6 Capturing scenario events in the Flowchart tool using thetags palette(INSIGHT)

Fig. 7 The trace view of a scenario (PATHFINDER)
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Fig. 8 illustrates the projection of the scenario onto the initial architecture diagram.
The complexity of the view is dramatically reduced, since only seven blocks are in-
volved in this scenario (these blocks and their dependencies are highlighted, and the
other dependency links are dimmed). This focused diagram can be now used to un-
derstand the responsibilities of the blocks involved in the scenario. Based on the in-
vestigation of these responsibilities and on the informal components used in the pre-
liminary UCM, the following three layers can be identified: the Buffer layer, the
Socket layer and the Application Logic layer. This information is used to further sim-
plify the architecture diagram by grouping (aggregating) the participating files into
larger packages, corresponding to these three layers (Fig. 9).

Once the existence of such layers is determined, we can further investigate the in-
terfaces of each layer using the complete picture of the dependencies rather only those
involved in the scenario. By expanding our focus, we can identify other files that be-
long to each layer (for example, header files as well as some related classes). Fig. 9
illustrates the projection of the same scenario onto the modified architecture diagram.

Fig. 4, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 are automatically produced by the KLOCwork Suite,
based on the precise information about dependencies extracted from the source code.
The model shown in Fig. 9 was modified to capture information about layers, pro-
duced during the investigation of the preliminary scenario found in Fig. 5. By com-
paring Fig. 4 and Fig. 9, one can see how the architecture of the system emerges as
the KAE iterations are performed.

Fig. 8 Projection of the scenario onto an architecture diagram
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Fig. 9 Aggregation of blocks into layers based on the investigation of the scenario

Fig. 10 Generated precise UCM for the scenario

A precise UCM, corresponding to the preliminary UCM from Fig. 5, can now be
generated (Fig. 10). The UCM components used in Fig. 10 are now synchronized with
the architecture model. Note that dependencies between the components, not part of
the UCM notation, are added to provide a more complete view of the architecture.

Aggregation and trimming can be performed recursively in the packages to group
remaining blocks and detect undesirable dependencies. Our scenario-driven approach
helps excavating the architecture and contributes to software understanding.
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6 Related Work
Three key research areas are related to the approach suggested in this paper.

The first area is concerned with the use of graphical scenario representations in for-
ward engineering. Scenarios are recognized as a valuable representation to be used at
all phases of the software engineering process. For example, many object-oriented
methodologies suggest the use of UML Sequence Diagrams [24] for illustrating use
cases and designs. The Use Case Map notation is also recognized as a valuable form
for capturing functional requirements [2][3]. They can also guide the generation of
more detailed scenario representations such as MSCs [19].

Notwithstanding the obvious adoption of scenarios as a notation of choice for illus-
trating behavior of software entities, there exist some discontinuities with respect to
the methodology and tool support of the transitions from scenarios to other notations,
for example state machines [18]. Attempts to close this discontinuity are done by a
number of active research groups, as surveyed in [1].

The second area addresses the use of scenarios in reverse engineering. Due to the
complexity of the whole business of extracting precise information from existing soft-
ware, there are fewer references suggesting the use of scenario notations for the
purpose of understanding dynamic aspects of software. The current research is gener-
ally focused on variants of the “instrumentation” approach for scenario extraction.

ISVIS [14] is a tool that supports browsing and analyzing execution scenarios of
large applications. Its most interesting feature is its ability to help users identify recur-
ring patterns of interactions. Patterns are parts of interaction diagrams that can be
specified by replacing some messages with a wildcard in order to exclude them from
a matching process. The user has a visual aid for identifying patterns in the form of a
global overview of the complete interaction sequence namedInformation Mural. The
tool automatically finds other occurrences of a pattern once the user specifies the first
one. The collection of all such identified patterns is termedProgram Modeland is
used to abstract and structure interaction diagrams.

SCENE is another tool used to extract event traces and to display them using se-
quence diagrams [8]. It uses a tree-like structure for visualizing large quantities of
information, and scenarios can hence be unfold in a top-down fashion. However it
does not decrease the quantity of information.

Systä introduced an experimental tool called SHIMBA [28], which uses the SCED
synthesizer [7] and the RIGI tool [20] to combine information obtained from static and
dynamic analysis of Java programs. SHIMBA uses an instrumented Java virtual ma-
chine to produce traces which can then be represented using dynamic views based on
two techniques: state diagrams and pattern matching. State diagrams are generated
automatically for selected objects and capture their overall individual behavior. String
matching algorithms are applied to search behavioral patterns from the scenario dia-
grams, and present them as repetition constructs (e.g. loops) or sub-scenarios. In con-
trast, our approach uses the static information found in the code itself to identify these
constructs, without the need for running the program or for using pattern matching.

Other approaches to extracting behavior information, similar to our “tagging” or
“bootstrapping” approaches, are quite scarce since they require extensive tool support.
The most notable exception here is the FUJABA project [23], where some activity dia-
grams are extracted from the source code of Java programs. We have explored the
combination of “instrumentation” and “tagging” in [17] and earlier papers.
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The third related area is concerned with using architectural abstractions during re-
verse engineering activities. There exist several research projects which share the
same line of thinking in supporting graphical representations of architecturally sig-
nificant abstractions, as done in theINSIGHT tool [6][25][30]. All these researchers
arrive at similar formal models that support aggregation operations and automatic
recalculation of dependencies, butINSIGHT goes a step further in supporting full trace-
ability to the source code as well as trimming operations, both at the levels of package
and object diagrams. The lack of support for these operations was identified as a
major roadblock for the usability of theSoftware Bookshelftool in IBM trials [6].

7 Conclusions
We proposed an approach to software understanding that combines Use Case Maps,
the KLOCwork Architecture Excavation method, and tool support provided by the
KLOCwork Suite. Different graphical scenario notations and scenario extraction
mechanisms were studied, and Fig. 11 summarizes how the suggested “bootstrap-
ping” approach contributes to goals identified for the evolution of complex software
systems. This GRL model presents the three elements of our approach, and propa-
gates their contributions to the higher-level softgoals. The checkmark symbol indi-
cates that a softgoal is satisficed, the checkmark with the dot indicates that a softgoal
is weakly satisficed, and the X with a dot means that a softgoal is weakly denied.

Fig. 11 Contributions of Our “Bootstrapping” Approach
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As explained in Section 2, Use Case Maps contribute to various key aspects such
as abstraction, view integration, view separation, trimming, and aggregation. The
“bootstrapped” architecture excavation contributes greatly to the traceability to the
code and its coverage, but it requires human intervention for the initial scenarios and
the tagging (in our opinion, manual intervention is required for all techniques when
comes the time to create abstractions). Tools part of the KLOCwork Suite help sup-
porting key aspects such trimming, aggregation (and indirectly scalability), addi-
tions/deletions, the precision of the information, and projections. These contributions
are propagated to the top-level goal, which we argue is achieved to a large extent.

Future work involves better tool support for this approach, as well as mechanisms
to extract meaningful responsibility names, to capture concurrent scenarios, and to
integrate related scenarios. Complete case studies are also being planned.
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